Enterprise GIS 101: Challenges of Managing GIS Data Within an Organization’s Enterprise

MAC URISA invites you to Attend: Enterprise GIS 101: Challenges of Managing GIS Data Within an Organization’s Enterprise

Wednesday June 17, 2015
8:00am–3:15pm
Carl A. Fields Center, Princeton University

8:00am -9:00am: Breakfast and Introduction

9:00 am-10:30am: Conceptual: Tools, Methods and Best Management Practices of an Enterprise GIS: Presented by Maya Thomas, Calen Daugherty and David Kunz– Civil Solutions

10:30am—10:45 am: Break

10:45 – 12:00pm: Case Study: North Jersey Transportation and Planning Authority Asset Management Model & Development of a Waterway LRS for the NJDOT Office of Maritime Resources (OMR) Presented by Kenneth Contrisciane &Nick Hutton NJDOT

12:00pm–1:00pm– Lunch and Networking

1:00pm–1:45pm: Lightening Talks

1:45– 3:15pm: Technical: Tools and Techniques for Migrating your Data into Different Models: Jake Skinner, ESRI

Do you want to migrate GIS into an existing model?

Learn how to integrate Arc GIS online as part of your Organization?

Use GIS technology within your Business Intelligence?

Learn tools and techniques for integrating data in and out of data models?
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Registration is $25 for this seminar and includes a light breakfast and networking lunch. Pre-registration is highly recommended. Visit our website to register, view the program agenda and get driving/parking information. www.macurisa.org/spring2015

MAC URISA is a volunteer organization that works to provide educational programs to the GIS community.